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. Hence, they serve promis-
ingly as the basis for (N + 1)-dimensional teleportation.
It is here the essential point that these Bell states are
maximally entangled even in terms of the phase states







































To derive this expression, we take the relations between
















































Here, the superscript (N; p) denotes the fact that these


































to the overall exp[ i
(N;a)
0
N ]. Then, Eq. (4) is
led by using the Z
N+1
















1 (m = 0 mod N + 1)
0 (m 6= 0 mod N + 1)
:
(9)
The Bell measurement of number sum and phase dif-









































are the phase operators on the
modes a and b, respectively, providing the eigenvalues
of Eq. (7). The resolution 2=(N + 1) common to the
modes a and b should be taken for the phase dierence to










with number sum N . As seen clearly from Eqs. (2) and
(4), the Bell states are the simultaneous eigenstates of


































] does not change the number sum




as required for the Hermitic-





results clarify that in the subspace with number sum
N the phase dierence operator introduced by Luis and
Sanchez-Soto [8] indeed coincides with the dierence of
the phase operators of the individual modes a la Pegg
and Barnett [7], while it is not separable in the entire


















] = 0: (14)
Now we prepare a pair of squeezed vacuum states, 1-2
system and 3-4 system, for entanglement and teleporta-
tion. They can in fact be expressed in an entangled form

























































with the generalized Bell states including the ratio of the


































. The relation (15) is derived by extend-



















































as given in Eq. (9). Then, the Bell states, max-
imally entangled with  = 
0
, are obtained in Eq. (15)
by performing the number-phase Bell measurement on








































FIG. 1: Quantum teleportation with MESS. Alice and Bob
share MESS, which is prepared by Clare with the number-
phase measurement. Alice also performs the number-phase
measurement. Bob receives classically the messages from Al-
ice and Clare, and performs the unitary transformation to
reconstruct the target state.
The probability to obtain the result (N;m) with  = 
0
in this Bell measurement is given from Eq. (15) by







The original squeezed vacuum states have the non-





the resultant Bell states jN; mi
14
with  = 
0
are





) = (N   k; k) of the modes 1 and 4. Hence, they
provide the ideal EPR resource for the teleportation of
photon number states, as shown in Fig. 1. The target
















system, which is prepared by Clare with the number-
phase measurement on the modes 2 and 3 giving the
result (N;m). Then, Alice performs the number-phase

























































with N  N
0
  N , n
0

























Here, due to the condition 0  n N  N for the mode
4, the sum is taken over the photon number n as
n =












We have explicitly introduced Clare who prepares the
EPR resource, since in the present method the entangled
state is obtained depending on the result of Bell mea-
surement. In contrast, it is usually the implicit recog-
nition that one certain EPR resource, e.g., the singlet
state of photon polarizations, is prepared automatically
by some device, which is known preceding to a telepor-
tation experiment. In any case, the information on the
EPR resource should be told to Bob.
Clare informs Bob what Bell state is prepared with





of Bell measurement. Then, according to these clas-











to reconstruct the original state

















Then, the number shift of N can be made by another











































That is, the number state teleportation is made as
c
n




(max[0;N ] n  N
0
) (27)
up to the physically irrelevant overall phase factor. In
particular, by adjusting  = 
0
(r = 1), the target state
is faithfully reproduced in the range of photon number
0 to N
0
for the case of N  0 (N
0
 N ). In other
words, if the target state is prepared in the range 0 to
certain maximal number








































We nally discuss possible experimental realizations
of our method to prepare the MESS's and the number
state teleportation with them ( = 
0
for deniteness).
The case of N = N
0
= 1 may be regarded as the basis-
reduced version of the scheme of Bennett et al [1]. In













rather than four. The number of Bell
states is reduced by half if only the EPR resource with
4N = 1 is used upon the Bell measurement by Clare. The
number-phase measurement can be realized for N = 1
with beam splitter and phase shift generating a unitary


























By taking c = 1=
p
2, s = 1=
p
2,  =  1,  = 1, the Bell























, we can identify either of the Bell states





. The same technique can be used on the modes T
















(e.g., 0:14 for  = 0:5), as seen from Eq. (28) with xed
N = N
0
= 1. The other results of the photon counters are
discarded for this minimal protocol. It is here interesting
to mention that based on a similar idea an experimental
result has been reported recently for the teleportation of
the vacuum-one-photon qubit [9].
The Bell measurements may be done partially even
for N = 2. The point is to introduce an ancilla mode ~a.
Then, by making a series of unitary transformations such
as in Eq. (29) among the modes 2, 3 and ~a, it is possible













, while the other Bell




do not. This means that















producing the EPR resource jN = 2;m = 0i
14
. The
relevant parameters are taken for the sequential trans-
formations as c = 1=
p
2; s = 1=
p
2;  = 1;  = 1 for (2~a)
! c =
p
2=3; s = 1=
p
3;  = 1;  = (1+ i)=
p
2 for (3~a) !
c =
p
3=8; s =  
p
5=8;  = 1;  = (3 + i)=
p
10 for (23).
This procedure may be extended for N > 2.
We believe that the present analysis promotes the theo-
retical and experimental eorts for the number sum and
phase dierence measurements, which are essential for
realizing the (N +1)-dimensional entanglement and tele-
portation utilizing photons. It is here notable that some
ideas and attempts have appeared recently for the phase
dierence measurement [10]. While the partial Bell mea-
surements may be done with linear operations such as
beam splitters and phase shifts, some non-linear opera-
tions will be needed for the perfect Bell measurement,
which is one of very challenging issues in the future for
fundamental quantum physics.
In summary,we have formulated the Bell measurement
in the photon number basis by describing the simulta-
neous eigenstates of number sum and phase dierence.
Then, we have proposed a novel method to rene entan-
glement via swapping from a pair of squeezed vacuum
states by performing this number-phase Bell measure-
ment. By adjusting the two squeezing parameters to the
same value, these states are maximally entangled. These
MESS's can really be used for the reliable teleportation
of number states based on the number-phase Bell mea-
surement. We have also discussed some feasible experi-
mental realizations of the number-phase measurement for
preparing MESS's and performing teleportation utilizing
them, where beam splitters with phase shifts and single
photon counters may be used.
The authors would like to thank M. Tada for valuable
discussions.
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